
ELEGANCE COMES EASY WITH 
THESE DIY-ABLE PIECES.

{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free



THREE’S 
A CROWD
The subtle trick to giving 

this made-at-home trifecta a 
professional feel is in the chains. 
Simply pair progressively bigger 

pendants with progressively 
bigger chains. That’s it! P.S. The 

best part is that these pieces 
can be worn all together 

or individually.
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FLY WITH ME 
Turn one 30-inch chain into a double-chain knockout. 

All you have to do is remove part of the long chain with 
jewelry pliers and reconnect it from one side to the 

other with jump rings. And for a little more bling, add 
in new links in the form of crystal connectors.
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BRIGHT 
AS DAY 

Matching metals? Check. How 
about coordinating crystals? Got 

those too. Even the lines and 
patterns in our connector chain 
echo those in our sun pendant. 

Whether you replicate this beauty 
or go your own way, Metal Gallery™ 

makes DIY jewelry oh-so-doable.
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HEART 
OF IT 

There’s so much to love with 
a set of stunners like these. 

They’re made up of just three 
elements—earring loop, 

rhinestone connector and 
heart pendant—and need 

just a couple of tweaks with 
jewelry pliers to put them 

together. Te amo!
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LITTLE 
TREASURES

The longer the chain, the more elegant the 
occasion, don’t you think? This one is made 

up of a crystal cup chain attached to a bronze 
chain with DIY’d connectors. Connector 

How-To: Thread sparkly beads onto eye pins, 
then loop and twist the pins’ ends to secure.

SIMPLY 
CHARMING
For a filled-out bracelet that 

keeps your favorite charms at 
the center of attention, you 
need lots of tiny charms like 

ours. Just thread silver beads 
onto headpins and twist the 
tops into loops. Tip: Choose 
monochromatic metal pieces 

for a timeless, goes-with-
everything result.
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DARE TO 
DAZZLE

This irresistibly iridescent pendant 
is perfect on its own, but we couldn’t 

resist pairing it with a string of colored 
glass bicone beads for added brilliance. 

Tip: Use jewelry stringing wire and 
crimp beads for a polished finish.
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LINK 
BY LINK

Our top two bracelets 
come ready to wear, 
but the bottom one? 

We made that our own. 
Separate the links of a 
brass bracelet in even 
increments and add 

pieces from a connector 
strand in between them. 
Tip: Use extra connector 

pieces for charms— 
like our flamingo!
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CLOSER 
LOOK

Take apart the elements of a crystal-
encrusted connector strand, reattach 

them with DIY’d connectors (eye 
pins + beads), and all that’s left is 
choosing the most eye-catching 

focal-point pendant. Tip: For a middle 
that comes to a point, form three 
connector pieces into a Y shape.
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PEARL 
GIRL

Found the can’t-live-
without-it charm for your 
next DIY? Expand on that 

look with basic jewelry 
elements. For ours, we 

used 26-guage wire and 
pearl beads (wrapping 

them around silver 
earring hoops) to mimic 

the look of our silver 
pearl charms.
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LA LUNA
A solitary pendant is nice, but combine it with a 

chic connector strand and you’ve got a beautiful, 
enviable conversation starter. Our advice: 
Incorporate extra connector-strand pieces 

into the chain to tie the look together.
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EAR’S 
TO YOU

When dangly rhinestone charms 
come in a set of four (like these ones 

do), they’re practically begging to 
be made into earrings. We attached 
ours to rhinestone circle connectors 

and then to earring posts for the 
sparkliest of accessories.
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SILVER AND BOLD
Silver rings, diamond connectors, charms and even 
a tassel—you name it, we connected it to make this 

multifaceted necklace. Must-haves: jewelry pliers and 
spare jump rings. Must try: Attach one side of the chain to 

the other near the bottom with a diamond connector.
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OH MY OBLONG
You can attach these rhinestone rockstars to 

earring loops and call it good or you can go the 
extra-sophisticated mile by threading coordinating 
beads onto the loops. Just look for elements in the 

same metal color family and you can’t go wrong.

KEYED UP
The first step to unlocking 
this silver stunner is using 
jewelry pliers to detach the 

chain’s middle links. Then it’s 
just a matter of securing an 
oval connector to one chain 

end, threading the other 
end through the oval, and 

connecting it to 
a key pendant.
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.


